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Summary__________________________________________________________
Thalos, the world’s oldest vampire, mistakenly performs a blood ritual with a boy named Dusty. He
finds out he’s the son of the leader of Vampire Poison—a vicious group of vampire hunters. Thalos
has to abandon the boy who’s hopelessly under his power. Over a decade passes and Dusty becomes
the leader of Vampire Poison. His first mission: capture Thalos at any cost! Once Thalos learns he’s
after him he wonders if he should really be running. He knows the beautiful hunter Dusty is marked
as his servant—and he has been lonely of late.

Yamila Abraham

Yamila Abraham founded the publishing
company Yaoi Press in 2004 and published over
50 graphic novels, many she wrote herself.
Abraham is a prolific writer of male/male
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Others book from Yamila Abraham
FANTASTICA 1 (YAOI)
*Adult Content* Dutiful warlock Felix must carry out a murderous curse on the Rockwell family, despite his
bond with the wild eldest son Levi. Levi tracks down Felix’s charming demon ex-lover, Hadyn, to see if he
can free the family from the curse, and free Felix from his horrible duty. Hadyn jumps at the chance to win
back his beloved Felix, but he plans to claim his soul as well as his heart. A macabre romantic yaoi thriller
not to be missed...

INCUBUS MASTER: CAPTURED 1
The gruff demon Scor maintains a tenuous position in the human settlement that’s guarded by incubi. He
intended on killing their leader Figaru with his lover Rowan. It was only when Rowan revealed he would
devastate many others in the settlement that Scor switched sides. With Rowan dead Scor is utterly alone.
Jinady, the betrothed of Figaru, promised to give himself to Scor if he saved Figaru’s life. The demon takes
him, and then decides not to let go. He’s lost everything for ...

BELOVED 3956
Explicit Adult Content. The demigod Malachi discovers that his Belovéd enemy, the avatar Jace, has been
kidnapped by a barbaric land. The maniacal rulers of Ridlen have driven his Belovéd insane. Only one goal
has been hammered into his tormented mind: to kill Malachi.
This is a nonsequential series. Every episode stands alone as a singular story. Episodes are not published in
a linear sequence.
The world of Sensicry is caught in an intermittent war with the demigod ...

CLASS MATE 1
Explicit adult content! A magical oracle forces the austere Mr. Taggert to fall in love with his capricious
student Duncan.
Duncan’s numerous absences caused him to be held back three times. At age 19 his last chance to graduate
is in Mr. Taggert’s class. He’s happy to be there since he’s had a crush on the sophisticated disciplinarian
for a while. Taggert is shocked when the boy flirts with him. No one’s ever looked at the stern man that way
before. At first he thinks ...

THE INCUBUS AND THE WOODCUTTER
***Explicit adult content.*** Set in fuedal Japan, a benevolent forest demon seduces a lonely woodcutter and
takes him as his beloved.
An erotic fantasy tale of male/male romance...
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ICE CAGE (YAOI)
Extreme adult content! Deep in the arctic tundra two lonely scientists are isolated in a one room glorified
igloo 50 weeks a year. They ask the wealthy cooperation they work for some companionship. Tyler took the
high-paying gig thinking he was going to teach the two men English. When he gets there it’s obvious the
pent-up scientists have other ideas for the cute 26 year old. Tyler has no where to run in the frozen
wasteland. After several weeks he’s starting to think what his tenacious new ...

HER TWIN BROTHER
Emotionally distant cop Heath Prescott lost his beloved wife and finds her gay twin brother
comforting—perhaps a little too comforting. A poignant and heart-wrenching short story presented in one
installment...

VAMPIRE SLAVE 2 (YAOI)
Thalos, the world’s oldest vampire, and Dusty, the leader of the vampire hunters, must work together to
destroy the insidious vampire Johann. Thalos felt a sublime attachment to Dusty ever since he marked him
as his servant when he was a child. Dusty grew into a beautiful man Thalos can’t help but desire. He thinks
it fate that they’re united at a time when he seeks peace between the hunters and vampires. The fact that
Dusty is under Thalos’ spell makes things even sweeter.Working ...

THE YAOIKUZA: SOBORUJI
Explicit Adult Content. High-ranking yakuza member Aruji rebuffed the advantage of his female boss. As
punishment he’s been demoted to run a small-time operation with five misfits as his crew.
When Sobokuna isn’t following Aruji around with doe eyes he’s out working hard to win his favor. In a
short time this earns him a promotion. Aruji decides to test whether Sobokuna lusts for him or not by
offering a very special congratulatory gift. The opportunity is presented, but will ...

ALIEN'S BRIDE BOOK ONE
Kind-hearted Maritza is transported thousands of years into the future to be a bride for one of the
malevolent aliens who has conquered earth.
A sci-fi romance adventure for adults only...

A GOD TO WED HER
Fiercely independent Ashla is the healer in a village blighted by the shadow of a dark god. Exinious
created Ashla’s civilization centuries ago and silently watches them from his mountain fortress. His only
interaction is to choose a bride from their ranks every generation.
A disease has stricken the villagers that Ashla can’t cure with her magic potions. She knows this must be
the work of Exinious, and journeys to his fortress to face him.
Deep down she already knows ...

MAELSTROM 3 (YAOI)
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Explicit Adult Content. Malstrum has joined Demetri after suffering his own ordeal. Everything looks like
it will be made right. Demetri’s hero-worship of Malstrum evolves into something more, but he’s unwilling
to admit what it might be. Demetri has finally learned the true implications of ‘Lightning,’ that planet
Secren phenomenon that happened between him and Malstrum. Now he must decide: can he be
Malstrum’s lover? Or will he have to survive the merciless world without his hero ...

MAELSTROM 6 (YAOI)
Explicit Adult Content. All guns are pointing towards Malstrum and Demetri. Secren’s mines are on strike,
and Malstrum is the one to lead their revolution. Demetri knows his mate needs his support more than
ever now. He does not fail to deliver. Someone from Demetri’s past makes contact. For the first time
macho masculine Earthling has to admit to a peer that he’s given in to another man. With all the strife
going on around them Demetri doesn’t know if he can cope. He thinks he’s still...

MAELSTROM 4 (YAOI)
Is the war with Flurry over? Or does the maniacal cannibal have friends? And how will Demetri continue to
fend off Malstrum’s advances in his weakened condition? Does he even want to? Demetri owes Malstrum
more than ever now. Malstrum refuses to back off just because Demetri’s leg is hurt. They have a room and
a bed all to themselves. Malstrum decides to make their commitment to each other official. How can
Demetri say no to him now? Maelstrom has turned into a runaway hit! Jump on board to ...

MAELSTROM 5 (YAOI)
Explicit Adult Content. Brainbox is ready to let Malstrum have his way with Demetri’s body, but Demetri
still has some reservations. Now that he’s officially Malstrum’s mate he knows he has to start giving in.
They stop at an inn while on the run, and Malstrum pounces on Demetri. What can the conflicted
heterosexual Earthling do? They have a reprieve from their enemies, but end up riding into new trouble
with danger even Malstrum hadn’t imagined. This time the entire population of Secren...

MAELSTROM 7 (YAOI)
Demetri is captured by Secren’s evil government and gets to meet the diabolical man behind all their
suffering. Zheng Li Gang has an ax to grind with Malstrum. He sees Malstrum’s sexy mate Demetri as the
perfect tool to use against him.Demetri hasn’t even let his beloved Malstrum have his body yet. He’ll be
damned if he let’s this creep get him first...
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The Booksmatter offers most well-loved eBooks, recommendations and reviews from our visitors.
Make certain to have a look at the memorable collections for interesting finds. There are more than
4,000 eBooks available in this site in formats compatible to the majority of eReaders (PDF, Kindle,
ePubs, iPad, iBooks and more). Almost all of them can be downloaded free of charge and more
handbooks are added to the library continuously. Pleased reading!

The easy way to get free books every day - Booksmatter
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